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ABSTRACT

Context. We present the early installment of the third Gaia data release, Gaia EDR3, consisting of astrometry and photometry for 1.8 billion
sources brighter than magnitude 21, complemented with the list of radial velocities from Gaia DR2.
Aims. A summary of the contents of Gaia EDR3 is presented, accompanied by a discussion on the differences with respect to Gaia DR2 and an
overview of the main limitations which are present in the survey. Recommendations are made on the responsible use of Gaia EDR3 results.
Methods. The raw data collected with the Gaia instruments during the first 34 months of the mission have been processed by the Gaia Data
Processing and Analysis Consortium (DPAC) and turned into this early third data release, which represents a major advance with respect to
Gaia DR2 in terms of astrometric and photometric precision, accuracy, and homogeneity.
Results. Gaia EDR3 contains celestial positions and the apparent brightness in G for approximately 1.8 billion sources. For 1.5 billion of those
sources, parallaxes, proper motions, and the (GBP −GRP) colour are also available. The passbands for G, GBP, and GRP are provided as part of the
release. For ease of use, the 7 million radial velocities from Gaia DR2 are included in this release, after the removal of a small number of spurious
values. New radial velocities will appear as part of Gaia DR3. Finally, Gaia EDR3 represents an updated materialisation of the celestial reference
frame (CRF) in the optical, the Gaia-CRF3, which is based solely on extragalactic sources. The creation of the source list for Gaia EDR3 includes
enhancements that make it more robust with respect to high proper motion stars, and the disturbing effects of spurious and partially resolved
sources. The source list is largely the same as that for Gaia DR2, but it does feature new sources and there are some notable changes. The source
list will not change for Gaia DR3.
Conclusions. Gaia EDR3 represents a significant advance over Gaia DR2, with parallax precisions increased by 30 per cent, proper motion
precisions increased by a factor of 2, and the systematic errors in the astrometry suppressed by 30–40% for the parallaxes and by a factor ∼ 2.5
for the proper motions. The photometry also features increased precision, but above all much better homogeneity across colour, magnitude, and
celestial position. A single passband for G, GBP, and GRP is valid over the entire magnitude and colour range, with no systematics above the 1%
level.

Key words. catalogs - astrometry - parallaxes - proper motions - techniques: photometric - techniques: radial velocities

1. Introduction

We present the first installment of the third intermediate Gaia
data release, Gaia Early Data Release 3 (Gaia EDR3), which
is based on the data collected during the first 34 months of the
mission. This early part of Gaia DR3 consists of an updated
source list, astrometry, and broad band photometry in the G,
GBP, and GRP bands. In addition, an updated list of radial veloc-
ities from Gaia DR2, cleaned from spurious values, is included.
Gaia EDR3 represents a significant improvement in both the
precision and accuracy of the astrometry and broad-band pho-
tometry. The factor two improvement in proper motion preci-
sion provides new views of the fine structure of Galactic phase
space. The suppression of systematic errors enables, for the first
time, a measurement in the optical of the acceleration of the so-

lar system barycentre with respect to the rest frame of distant
extragalactic sources (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2020c), which
is a beautiful confirmation of the superb astrometric quality of
Gaia EDR3. Likewise, the photometry is significantly improved
over Gaia DR2; it is much more homogeneous over the sky, as
well as over source brightness and colour, where a single pass-
band for G, GBP, and GRP can now be used over the entire mag-
nitude and colour range, with no systematics above the 1% level.

The full Gaia DR3 release is expected in 2022 and will en-
rich the current release with the following: updated and new ra-
dial velocities; astrophysical parameters for sources based on the
blue and red prism photometer (BP and RP) spectra, as well as
spectra from the radial velocity spectrograph (RVS); the mean
BP and RP prism- and RVS-spectra for a subset of sources; an
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extended catalogue of variable stars; the first catalogue of binary
stars, including eclipsing, spectroscopic, and astrometric bina-
ries; astrometry for a larger sample of solar system objects, and
reflectance spectra for a small subset of asteroids; quasi-stellar
object (QSO) host and galaxy morphological characterisation;
and the light curves for all sources in a field centred on M31. We
stress here that the source list, astrometry, and broad-band pho-
tometry will not be updated from Gaia EDR3 to Gaia DR3, both
releases being based on the same number of input observations.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we provide a
short overview of the improvements and additions to the data
processing that led to the production of Gaia EDR3. We sum-
marise the contents of the early installment of the third data
release in Sect. 3 and comment on the quality of this release
in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we discuss the major differences between
Gaia EDR3 and Gaia DR2. In Sect. 6 we comment on the com-
pleteness of Gaia EDR3 and some of the known limitations
which the user of the data should keep in mind. Additional guid-
ance on the use of Gaia EDR3 is provided in Sect. 7. In Sect. 8
we provide updates to the Gaia data access facilities and docu-
mentation available to the astronomical community. Gaia started
collecting scientific data in July 2014 (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2016b) and is currently in its extended mission phase, the nom-
inal 60 month mission having been concluded on July, 16 2019.
We conclude with a look ahead at the extended Gaia mission and
the next data releases in Sect. 9. Throughout the paper we make
reference to other Gaia Collaboration and Gaia Data Processing
and Analysis Consortium (DPAC) papers that provide more de-
tails on the data processing and validation for Gaia EDR3. All
these papers (together with the present article) can be found in
the Astronomy & Astrophysics Special issue on Gaia EDR3.

2. Data processing for Gaia EDR3

As described in detail in Gaia Collaboration et al. (2016b), Gaia
measurements are collected with three instruments. The astro-
metric instrument collects images in Gaia’s white-light G-band
(330–1050 nm); the blue (BP) and red (RP) prism photome-
ters collect low resolution spectrophotometric measurements of
source spectral energy distributions over the wavelength ranges
330–680 nm and 640–1050 nm, respectively; and the radial
velocity spectrometer (RVS) collects medium resolution (R ∼
11 700) spectra over the wavelength range 845–872 nm centred
on the Calcium triplet region (Cropper et al. 2018).

We repeat here for convenience the way events on board
Gaia, including the data collection, are timed. The times are
given in terms of the on board mission timeline (OBMT) which
is generated by the Gaia on board clock. By convention OBMT
is expressed in units of six hour (21 600 s) spacecraft revolutions
(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b). The approximate relation be-
tween OBMT (in revolutions) and barycentric coordinate time
(TCB, in Julian years) at Gaia is

TCB ' J2015.0+(OBMT−1717.6256 rev)/(1461 rev yr−1) . (1)

The 34 month time interval covered by the observations
used for Gaia EDR3 starts at OBMT 1078.3795 rev
= J2014.5624599 TCB (approximately July 25, 2014,
10:30:00 UTC), and ends at OBMT 5230.0880 rev =
J2017.4041495 TCB (approximately May 28, 2017,
08:45:00 UTC). This time interval contains gaps caused
by both spacecraft events and by on-ground data processing
problems. This leads to gaps in the data collection or stretches
of time over which the input data cannot be used. Which data

are considered unusable varies across the Gaia data processing
systems (here astrometry and photometry), and as a consequence
the effective amount of input data used differs from one system
to the other. We refer to the specific Gaia EDR3 data processing
papers (listed below) for the details.

The pre-processing for all Gaia instruments is described in
Hambly et al. (2018) and includes the removal of the effects of
non-uniformity of the charge-coupled device (CCD) bias lev-
els. A summary of the entire data processing system for Gaia
is given in Gaia Collaboration et al. (2016b). The sub-sections
below summarise the major improvements in the data process-
ing for Gaia EDR3 with respect to Gaia DR2.

2.1. Source list

A given data processing cycle for Gaia starts with the creation
of the list of sources that will be treated. The series of CCD mea-
surements recorded as a source travels across the focal plane (re-
ferred to collectively as a ‘transit’, Torra et al. 2020), are grouped
and assigned to known sources on the sky or to newly ‘created’
sources, corresponding to groups of transits at a celestial posi-
tion where previously no source was catalogued. The starting
point for creating the source list is the previous Gaia data re-
lease, or the Initial Gaia Source List (Smart & Nicastro 2014)
in the case of Gaia DR1. As pointed out in Gaia Collaboration
et al. (2018) the source list may evolve from one release to the
next due to the merging of groups of transits previously assigned
to two or more sources, the splitting of a group of transits into
two or more sources, or changing the list of transits assigned
to a source. The changes in the source list from Gaia DR1 to
Gaia DR2 were significant but from Gaia DR2 to Gaia EDR3
the source list has largely stabilised, the changes being at the 2–3
per cent level overall.

A full account of how the source list is created for
Gaia EDR3 (and Gaia DR3) can be found in Torra et al. (2020),
who note the following significant improvements with respect
to Gaia DR2. The identification of spurious on-board detec-
tions (caused among others by bright star diffraction spikes,
bright cosmic rays, or major planets in the solar system transit-
ing across or near a telescope field of view) has been improved
which leads to a much cleaner list of sources and associated tran-
sits.

The algorithm that groups together transits and assigns them
to sources has been improved with respect to the treatment of
high-proper motion stars and variable stars. High proper mo-
tion stars are seen as groups of observations stretched out over
the sky which were mistaken for multiple sources in previous
releases. They are now reliably recognised as belonging to the
same source. The grouping of transits and their association to
sources contains a stage where the magnitude of the source ob-
served during a transit is taken into account. For highly variable
sources this can lead to a splitting of the transits over multiple
sources. This type of error is now prevented through a post-
processing step which can recognise clusters of detections very
close together on the sky, but disjoint in time, as belonging to the
same (variable) source.

A more comprehensive analysis and cleaning of the
observation-to-source matching results led to less sources with
highly significant negative parallaxes or too large parallaxes (see
appendix C in Lindegren et al. 2018), which also removes spu-
riously high proper motions. The treatment of close source pairs
was improved to deal with the pairs with separations below
400 mas which were erroneously considered duplicate sources
in Gaia DR2. These now appear as two sources in Gaia EDR3.
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The separation limit below which two sources are considered
duplicates was lowered to 180 mas.

For quantitative information on the above please refer to
Torra et al. (2020). We stress here that the source list for
Gaia EDR3 and Gaia DR3 will be the same and thus the pro-
cess described in Torra et al. (2020) applies to both releases.

2.2. Astrometric data processing improvements

The astrometric processing for Gaia EDR3 is described in Lin-
degren et al. (2020b), who note the following major improve-
ments with respect to the processing for Gaia DR2. The basic
inputs for the Astrometric Global Iterative Solution (AGIS; Lin-
degren et al. 2012) are the source image locations in the Gaia
CCD pixel stream, translated to observation times and across-
scan locations. The image locations are determined in a pro-
cess called ‘image parameter determination’ (IPD; Rowell et al.
2020), by fitting a point spread function (PSF) or line spread
function (LSF) to the 2D or 1D observation windows containing
the image samples. The modelling of the PSF and LSF has been
very much improved with the introduction of time and source
colour dependencies, among many other enhancements. The de-
tails are described in Rowell et al. (2020). It is shown in Linde-
gren et al. (2020b) that for sources fainter than G = 13 the chro-
matic effects on image locations are almost completely removed
during the image parameter determination stage, thus mostly
eliminating an important source of systematic errors. Eventu-
ally for future Gaia data releases this should remove the need
for colour terms in the astrometric calibrations. The colour of a
source is included in the form of the effective wave number νeff ,
which is derived from the flux as a function of wavelength in the
BP and RP prism spectra.

For the first time the image parameter determination and as-
trometric solution were iterated. Specifically, after the first IPD
run an AGIS solution was produced, which was then used to im-
prove the PSF and LSF calibrations for a second round of IPD
(which benefits from improved source positions from the first
AGIS run), followed by the Gaia EDR3 production run of AGIS.
This leads to a more self-consistent set of image locations and
source astrometric parameters. In addition, the image fluxes es-
timated as part of the IPD are improved, which in turn improves
the G-band photometric processing. A diagram illustrating this
data processing flow can be found in Lindegren et al. (2020b).

The astrometric calibration model was improved and ex-
tended. Several new dependencies were introduced to better han-
dle the locations of saturated images, the effects of charge trans-
fer inefficiency, and imperfections in the PSF and LSF models
that leave residual effects at the sub-pixel level, and as a func-
tion of the rate at which sources move across the telescope field
of view, perpendicular to the scan direction (caused by the spin
axis precession of Gaia).

The Gaia EDR3 astrometric processing includes a model
(Velocity error and effective Basic Angle Calibration, VBAC)
that can calibrate out the effects of spin-related instrument distor-
tions, in particular distortions over time scales comparable to the
six hour spin period of Gaia. An important component of these
distortions are the basic angle variations, of which the term pro-
portional to the cosine of the spacecraft spin phase Ω can lead to
a global parallax bias if left uncorrected (Butkevich et al. 2017).
The VBAC model introduces additive corrections to the basic
angle variation corrections calculated on the basis of the basic
angle monitor measurements (cf. Lindegren et al. 2018). Lin-
degren et al. (2020b) describe the successful attempt to fit the
coefficient of the cos Ω term, which leads to a reduction in the

size of the overall parallax zero point, which for Gaia EDR3 is
−17 µas (compared to −29 µas for Gaia DR2), as estimated from
quasar parallaxes.

An additional calibration model, which handles telescope fo-
cal length and optical distortion variations over smaller scales
than handled by VBAC, was introduced to further reduce instru-
ment distortion related systematics. Lastly, an ad-hoc correction
was introduced to ensure that the bright star reference frame
has no net spin with respect to the reference frame defined by
quasars, an issue that was described in detail in Lindegren et al.
(2018) and Lindegren (2020a,b).

Overall the Gaia EDR3 astrometry shows a reduction in the
median uncertainties at G = 15 by a factor 0.71 for the po-
sitions and parallaxes and 0.44 for the proper motions. At the
bright end (G < 12) the gain is larger, a factor 0.43 for positions
and parallaxes and 0.27 for the proper motions, thanks to much
improved calibrations. The overall parallax zero point has im-
proved as mentioned above, and the variance over the sky in the
systematic errors (as estimated from quasars) has been reduced
by 30–40% for the parallaxes and by a factor of ∼ 2.5 for proper
motions. Lindegren et al. (2020b,a) provide many more details
(see also Sect. 7.1).

2.3. Photometric data processing improvements

The photometric data processing for Gaia EDR3 is described in
Riello et al. (2020), where only the processing for the broad band
photometry is considered. The processing and calibration of the
spectra will be described in forthcoming papers (De Angeli et al.
2021; Carrasco et al. 2020; Montegriffo et al. 2021). The BP and
RP spectra are still being validated internally to DPAC at the time
of the Gaia EDR3 release, by employing them in the astrophys-
ical characterisation of sources. The spectra will be published
as part of Gaia DR3 (for a subset of sources only). Riello et al.
(2020) describe the following improvements to the broad-band
photometric processing.

The G-band photometry benefits from the improvements im-
plemented for the astrometric instrument image parameter de-
termination stage. As described in Rowell et al. (2020), this in-
cludes a better PSF and LSF modelling, better treatment of sat-
urated images, the masking out of suspected disturbing sources
and a more precise determination of the background flux for each
observation window. This leads to more accurate and robust G-
band flux estimates.

The broad band photometry benefits from a detailed eval-
uation of the observations potentially affected by neighbouring
sources in crowded fields. Although the crowding effects were
not corrected, the crowding evaluation led to a cleaner list of in-
ternal calibration sources. The background flux in BP and RP
due to stray light and astronomical sources is better determined,
with higher spatial resolution to follow smaller scale variations.

The range of time over which observations free from tele-
scope throughput losses (due to contamination; Gaia Collabora-
tion et al. 2016b) are available was much extended. This allowed
for better sky coverage of internal calibrator sources and more
flexibility to select an optimal set of calibrators, well distributed
in colour and magnitude. The external calibration used to de-
termine the passbands is based on a much larger set of calibra-
tors, covering a wider spectral range, where in Gaia DR2 only
the spectrophotometric standard stars (Pancino et al. 2012) were
used which limited the aspects of the passbands that could be
determined reliably.

These improvements, and the larger set of input observa-
tions, have led to broad-band photometry which is significantly
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Table 1. Number of sources of a certain type, or the number of sources
for which a given data product is available in Gaia EDR3.

Data product or source type Number of sources

Total 1 811 709 771
5-parameter astrometry 585 416 709
6-parameter astrometry 882 328 109
2-parameter astrometry 343 964 953
Gaia-CRF3 sources 1 614 173
ICRF3 sources for frame orientation 2269
Gaia-CRF3 sources for frame spin 429 249
G-band 1 806 254 432
GBP-band 1 542 033 472
GRP-band 1 554 997 939
Radial velocity 7 209 831

Table 2. Distribution of the Gaia EDR3 sources in G-band magnitude.
The distribution percentiles are shown for all sources and for those with
a 5-p, 6-p, and 2-p astrometric solution, respectively, as well as the
sources for which a radial velocity is available in Gaia EDR3.

Magnitude distribution percentiles (G)
Percentile All 5-p 6-p 2-p vrad

0.135% 11.7 10.6 15.1 15.7 6.7
2.275% 15.1 13.7 17.4 18.8 9.2
15.866% 17.9 16.3 18.9 20.1 11.2
50% 19.7 18.1 19.9 20.7 12.4
84.134% 20.6 19.4 20.5 21.0 13.2
97.725% 21.0 20.4 20.8 21.2 14.1
99.865% 21.5 20.8 20.9 21.7 15.1

better than Gaia DR2 photometry in both precision and accuracy.
Especially at the bright end (G < 13) large gains were made, and
many of the systematic effects reported for Gaia DR2, such as
imprints from the zodiacal light and the scan law features (Evans
et al. 2018; Arenou et al. 2018), have been removed or greatly
suppressed (cf. Fabricius et al. 2020). In addition the problem
that two passbands are needed to describe the Gaia DR2 G-band
photometry (Maíz Apellániz & Weiler 2018) has been resolved,
with only one passband needed for Gaia EDR3 for each of G,
GBP, and GRP.

Despite the improvements in the astrometry and photometry,
several limitations remain in Gaia EDR3 which require taking
care when using the data. In Sect. 6 we summarise the known
limitations of the present Gaia data release and point out, where
relevant, the causes. In Sect. 7, and in Lindegren et al. (2020b)
(astrometry), Riello et al. (2020) (photometry), and Fabricius
et al. (2020) (catalogue validation) we provide additional guid-
ance on the use of Gaia EDR3 results. The reader is strongly
encouraged to read these papers and the online documentation1

to understand the limitations in detail.

3. Overview of the contents of Gaia EDR3

Gaia EDR3 contains new astrometry and broad-band photom-
etry, as well as radial velocities from Gaia DR2. Basic statis-
tics on the source numbers and the overall distribution in G can
1 http://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/documentation/GEDR3/
index.html

be found in Tables 1 and 2. The overall quality of Gaia EDR3
results in terms of the typically achieved uncertainties is sum-
marised in Table 3. The contents of the main components of
the release, of which the magnitude distributions are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, are summarised in the following.

3.1. Astrometric data set

The astrometric data in Gaia EDR3 comprises three subsets:

5-parameter solutions (5-p) For these sources the colour infor-
mation (νeff derived during the processing for Gaia DR2) was
of high enough quality to assume that any chromatic effects
were removed during the IPD stage, thus allowing for a stan-
dard 5-parameter (α, δ, $, µα∗, µδ) astrometric solution.

6-parameter solutions (6-p) For these sources no colour infor-
mation of sufficient quality was available, thus forcing an
estimate of the image locations with a PSF or LSF model for
a default source colour. This means that chromatic effects
have to be accounted for in the astrometric solution by esti-
mating νeff for the source along with the astrometric parame-
ters. Thus for these sources the 5 astrometric parameters and
the so-called pseudo-colour are published along with a 6 × 6
covariance matrix listing, in addition to the astrometric co-
variance matrix entries, the uncertainty on the pseudo-colour
and the correlations between the estimated colour and the
astrometric parameters.

2-parameter solutions (2-p) As for previous releases there are
sources for which insufficient data of the required quality is
available to justify publishing a full 5-p or 6-p solution. For
these sources a 5- or 6-parameter solution is in fact made, but
with so-called galactic priors on the parallaxes and proper
motions (Michalik et al. 2015; Lindegren et al. 2018, the fall-
back solution). Only the positions and their covariance ma-
trix are published for these sources. In principle all sources
at G > 21 have a 2-p solution. However this boundary is
not strict because the limit in G was decided on the basis of
the Gaia DR2 value for the magnitude or that based on the
on-board estimate. Hence there are 5-p and 6-p solutions at
G > 21, and sources with 2-p solutions at G ≤ 21 for which
in principle a 5-p or 6-p solution was possible. See Linde-
gren et al. (2020b) for details on how the decision was taken
to use the fall-back solution.

The three solution types can be identified through the
astrometric_params_solved field in the Gaia EDR3 archive
which equals 3, 31, and 95, respectively for 2-p, 5-p, and 6-p
astrometric solutions. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the three
solution types over magnitude. We note the prevalence of 6-p
solutions at G < 4 and the relative increase in 6-p solutions
around G = 11. In both cases this reflects the source list evolu-
tion at these magnitudes, where for a large fraction of sources the
change in source identifier (ID) prevented looking up the colour
calculated for the corresponding source in Gaia DR2. The 100%
fraction of sources with 2-p solutions at G > 21 is by construc-
tion (Lindegren et al. 2020b).

Along with the astrometry, new data quality indicators are
published as part of Gaia EDR3. The renormalised unit weight
error, introduced after Gaia DR2 was published (RUWE; Linde-
gren 2018)2, is now part of the release. New quality indicators,
related to the image parameter determination process, provide

2 https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/
dr2-known-issues#AstrometryConsiderations
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the mean values of G
for all Gaia EDR3 sources shown as histograms
with 0.1 mag wide bins. The distribution of the
Gaia DR2 sources (dashed lines, for the full
catalogue and for the radial velocity sample) is
included for comparison. The other histograms
are for the main Gaia EDR3 components as in-
dicated in the legend.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the fraction of astrometric solution types as a
function of G-band magnitude.

indications whether a source is one of a close pair (possibly a bi-
nary) or whether the data suffers from nearby disturbing sources.
The indicators are as follows:

ipd_gof_harmonic_amplitude This statistic measures the
amplitude of the variation of the image parameter determi-
nation goodness of fit (reduced χ2) as function of the posi-
tion angle of the scan direction. A large amplitude indicates
that the source is double, in which case the phase (next item)
indicates the position angle of the pair, modulo 180 degrees.

ipd_gof_harmonic_phase This statistic measures the phase
of the variation of the IPD goodness of fit as function of the
position angle of the scan direction

ipd_frac_multi_peak This field provides information on the
observation windows used for the astrometric processing of
this source. It provides the fraction of windows for which
the IPD algorithm has identified a double peak, meaning that
the detection may be a resolved double star (either an optical
pair or a physical binary).

ipd_frac_odd_win Percentage of transits with truncated win-
dows or multiple gates applied to a window. A high percent-
age indicates that a source is disturbed due to nearby sources
in a crowded field or due to a nearby bright (G < 13) source.

The reference epoch for all sources is J2016.0 (TCB). This
epoch near the middle of the observation interval included in
Gaia EDR3 was chosen to minimise correlations between the
position and proper motion parameters. This epoch is 0.5 year
later than the reference epoch for Gaia DR2, which should be

accounted for when comparing source positions between the two
releases.

As in previous releases all sources were treated as single stars
when solving for the astrometric parameters. For a binary the
parameters may thus refer to either component, or to the photo-
centre of the system, and the proper motion represents the mean
motion of the component, or photocentre, over the 2.8 years of
data included in the solution. Depending on the orbital motion,
this could be significantly different from the proper motion of
the same object in Gaia DR2, and significantly different from
the proper motion of the centre of mass of the binary.

The positions and proper motions are provided with respect
to the third realisation of the Gaia celestial reference frame
(Gaia-CRF3) which is aligned with the International Celestial
Reference Frame (ICRF) to about 0.01 mas root-mean-square
(RMS) at epoch J2016.0 (TCB), and non-rotating with respect to
the ICRF to within 0.01 mas yr−1 RMS. The Gaia-CRF3 is ma-
terialised by 1 614 173 QSOs and aligned to the ICRF through
a subset of 2269 QSOs. The construction and properties of the
Gaia-CRF3 and the comparison to the ICRF are described in
Gaia Collaboration et al. (2020b).

3.2. Photometric data set

The photometric data set contains the broad band photometry in
the G, GBP, and GRP bands. The mean value of the G-band fluxes
is reported for practically all sources while for about 85 per cent
of the sources the mean values of the GBP and GRP fluxes are pro-
vided. For a small fraction of the sources any of the three bands
may be missing (see Sect. 6.3.2). As for Gaia DR2, the pho-
tometric data processing consisted of three categories, ‘Gold’,
‘Silver’, and ‘Bronze’, which represent decreasing quality levels
of the photometric calibration achieved, where in the case of the
Bronze sources no colour information is available. The photo-
metric processing category of each source is indicated in the re-
leased catalogue by a numeric field (phot_proc_mode) assum-
ing values 0, 1, and 2 for gold, silver, and bronze sources respec-
tively. At the bright end the photometric uncertainties are dom-
inated by calibration effects which are estimated to contribute
2.0, 3.1, and 1.8 mmag RMS per CCD observation, respectively
for G, GBP, and GRP (Riello et al. 2020).

Two new data quality indicators are included with the
photometry which allow filtering of sources according to
the probability that their photometry is affected by crowd-
ing effects. The fields phot_bp_n_blended_transits and
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Table 3. Basic performance statistics for Gaia EDR3. The astrometric uncertainties and the Gaia-CRF3 alignment and rotation limits refer to
epoch J2016.0 TCB.

Data product or source type Typical uncertainty

Five-parameter astrometry (position) 0.01–0.02 mas at G < 15
0.05 mas at G = 17

0.4 mas at G = 20
1.0 mas at G = 21

Five-parameter astrometry (parallax) 0.02–0.03 mas at G < 15
0.07 mas at G = 17

0.5 mas at G = 20
1.3 mas at G = 21

Five-parameter astrometry (proper motion) 0.02–0.03 mas yr−1 at G < 15
0.07 mas yr−1 at G = 17

0.5 mas yr−1 at G = 20
1.4 mas yr−1 at G = 21

Six-parameter astrometry (position) 0.02–0.03 mas at G < 15
0.08 mas at G = 17

0.4 mas at G = 20
1.0 mas at G = 21

Six-parameter astrometry (parallax) 0.02–0.04 mas at G < 15
0.1 mas at G = 17
0.5 mas at G = 20
1.4 mas at G = 21

Six-parameter astrometry (proper motion) 0.02–0.04 mas yr−1 at G < 15
0.1 mas yr−1 at G = 17
0.6 mas yr−1 at G = 20
1.5 mas yr−1 at G = 21

Two-parameter astrometry (position only) 1–3 mas
Systematic astrometric errors (averaged over the sky) < 0.05 mas
Gaia-CRF3 alignment with ICRF 0.01 mas at G = 19
Gaia-CRF3 rotation with respect to ICRF < 0.01 mas yr−1 at G = 19
Mean G-band photometry 0.3 mmag at G < 13

1 mmag at G = 17
6 mmag at G = 20

Mean GBP-band photometry 0.9 mmag at G < 13
12 mmag at G = 17

108 mmag at G = 20
Mean GRP-band photometry 0.6 mmag at G < 13

6 mmag at G = 17
52 mmag at G = 20

phot_bp_n_contaminated_transits (and similar for RP)
indicate the number of transits for a given source believed to be
affected by ‘blending’ or ‘contamination’. The former refers to
the presence of another source in the same observation window
or very nearby, and the latter refers to the presence of sources in
the wider neighbourhood of the target source, which are bright
enough to contribute flux to the observation window. The ratio
between the numbers in these fields and the total number of tran-
sits (phot_bp_n_obs or phot_rp_n_obs) can be used to iden-
tify sources for which the photometry is possibly less reliable
(see Riello et al. 2020, for a more detailed discussion).

3.3. Radial velocity data set

The radial velocity spectrograph data processing relies on the
preliminary astrometric solution (AGIS-3.1 in Lindegren et al.
2020b) in order to have sufficiently accurate source positions to

fix the correct wavelength scale of the RVS spectra. This means
that the RVS processing can only start later during a process-
ing cycle. In the planning of the Gaia EDR3 and Gaia DR3 re-
leases it was not possible to accommodate the full sequence of
RVS processing, radial velocity estimation, and validation, to al-
low new radial velocities to be published as part of Gaia EDR3.
These will instead appear with Gaia DR3 in 2022. At the time of
writing, the Gaia DR3 RVS processing is finished and the results
are undergoing internal validation through the use of epoch ra-
dial velocities in the non-single star pipeline, and of RVS spectra
in the astrophysical characterisation of Gaia sources.

In order to keep Gaia EDR3 maximally useful it was decided
to copy Gaia DR2 radial velocities to this release. The evolution
of the source list (Torra et al. 2020) necessitated a careful tracing
of Gaia DR2 sources to their Gaia EDR3 counterparts, before
assigning the DR2 radial velocities to the latter. The opportunity
was used to also clean up the list of radial velocities from the
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potentially spurious values identified by Boubert et al. (2019).
The process is described in detail in Seabroke et al. (2020).
The result is that 7 209 831 out of 7 224 631 Gaia DR2 radial
velocities were transferred to Gaia EDR3, where 97% of the
Gaia EDR3 sources with a radial velocity have the same source
ID as in Gaia DR2. The radial velocities that were discarded
correspond to sources that could not be traced to Gaia EDR3
or were shown, from a comparison with Gaia DR3 preliminary
radial velocities and investigations of the raw observations, to
have unreliable or erroneous radial velocities. The histograms
presented in Seabroke et al. (2020) show that in particular in the
tails of the distribution (at |vrad| > 600 km s−1) radial velocities
have been removed. It is also noteworthy that of the ∼ 70 000
potentially spurious radial velocities identified by Boubert et al.
(2019), 96% were retained as reliable in Gaia EDR3. We note
that all radial velocity related fields in the Gaia EDR3 archive
are prefixed with ‘dr2_’, leading to dr2_radial_velocity,
dr2_radial_velocity_error, etc. For the detailed character-
istics of the radial velocity data set (precision, accuracy, limita-
tions) please refer to the relevant Gaia DR2 papers (Sartoretti
et al. 2018; Katz et al. 2019; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018).

The distribution of the astrometric, photometric, and radial
velocity data sets in G is shown in Fig. 1, where for compari-
son the distribution for Gaia DR2 is also shown. We note the
improved completeness at the faint end, at magnitudes close to
G = 21. With respect to Gaia DR2 there are noticeably fewer
radial velocities at G > 15 and at G < 4, the latter due to the
source list evolution at the bright end. The distribution of the
Gaia-CRF3 sources shows a sharp drop at G = 21 which re-
flects that only QSOs at G < 21 were used for the construction
of the reference frame. The magnitude distribution is also shown
for the Gaia-CRF3 sources used for ensuring that the spin of the
reference frame is zero, and for the Gaia-CRF3 sources used for
the alignment of the reference frame (2269 ICRF3 sources with
counterparts in Gaia EDR3).

4. Scientific performance and potential of
Gaia EDR3

Gaia EDR3 is accompanied by four papers that provide basic
demonstrations of the scientific quality of the results included in
this release. The following topics are treated. The Gaia EDR3
proper motions of quasars reveal a systematic pattern that can
be ascribed to the acceleration of the solar system barycentre
with respect to the rest frame of distant extragalactic sources.
The value and direction of the acceleration can be determined
from these data. That this measurement is now possible is testa-
ment to the much improved quality of the astrometry, in particu-
lar thanks to the suppression of systematic errors (Gaia Collabo-
ration et al. 2020c). The Gaia catalogue of nearby stars presents
and characterises a carefully selected sample of sources located
within 100 pc from the sun (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2020e). A
study of the Galactic anti-centre region illustrates the increased
richness in phase space unveiled by the more precise Gaia EDR3
proper motions (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2020a). The structure
and properties of the Magellanic Clouds are studied in Gaia Col-
laboration et al. (2020d).

We note in the following a couple of specific areas of im-
provement in the Gaia EDR3 astrometry and photometry com-
pared to Gaia DR2. For further insights into the increased data
quality see Fabricius et al. (2020) and the papers cited above.

The overall completeness of the catalogue at the faint end
has increased somewhat as can be appreciated from Fig. 1. At

the bright end Gaia EDR3 has a similar level of incompleteness
as Gaia DR2. The spatial resolution of Gaia EDR3 has slightly
improved with respect to Gaia DR2. This can be seen from the
number counts of source pairs as a function of their separation
presented in Fabricius et al. (2020). The counts drop below the
expected line for a random source distribution at ∼ 1.5 arc-
sec (2.2 arcsec for Gaia DR2). The improved resolution can
also be seen in the increased completeness of visual pairs from
the Washington Double Star catalogue (Fabricius et al. 2020).
The completeness in close source pairs decreases rapidly be-
low about 0.7 arcsec which is to be expected as the treatment
of sources in crowded fields has not fundamentally changed be-
tween Gaia DR2 and Gaia EDR3, even if the crowding effects
were better characterised during the data processing.

The better treatment of high proper motion stars at the source
list creation stage and the generally cleaner source list has led
to a much more reliable sample of high proper motion stars
in Gaia EDR3. This is demonstrated in Fabricius et al. (2020)
where the diagram of proper motion vs. parallax shows a strik-
ing improvement from Gaia DR2 to Gaia EDR3, with most of
the high proper motion stars now located on the positive parallax
side of the 500 km s−1 tangential velocity locus. The suppression
of spurious parallaxes has also removed a lot of unrealistically
high proper motions for stars with negative parallaxes.

5. Changes from Gaia DR2 to Gaia EDR3

In Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018) it was emphasised that
Gaia DR2 should be treated as independent from Gaia DR1 due
to the evolution of the source list and the photometric system.
This still holds when using Gaia EDR3 instead of Gaia DR2,
the two releases should be treated as independent and in par-
ticular the user of the data is warned against making source
by source comparisons between the two releases. Comparison
should only be done at the statistical level for well defined sam-
ples of sources.

We repeat here the change in reference epoch from J2015.5
for Gaia DR2 to J2016.0 for Gaia EDR3, which should be taken
into account when propagating Gaia EDR3 source positions into
the future or past. The photometric system has changed in terms
of the better internal calibration leading to much smaller magni-
tude and colour terms, and a new set of passbands is presented
in Riello et al. (2020). Synthetic photometry for the prediction
of Gaia observations should be updated with the new passbands.

5.1. Source list evolution

As stressed in Torra et al. (2020) the source lists of the Gaia data
releases should be treated as completely independent. Although
extensive efforts are made to ensure that a physical source re-
tains its identifier across releases, changes in the identifier asso-
ciated to a source will occur in a small fraction of cases. Ideally,
a given Gaia DR2 source with its associated transits appears in
Gaia EDR3 (and Gaia DR3) with the same source ID and the
same transits, plus the new transits added for Gaia EDR3. This
would allow a simple matching of the sources across the two
releases through the source ID. However, for the reasons men-
tioned in Sect. 2.1 (and elaborated in Torra et al. 2020), this
should not be done, instead the DR2 to DR3 match table in
the Gaia archive (dr2_neighbourhood) should be used to trace
sources from Gaia DR2 to Gaia EDR3. This prevents mistakes
in cross-identifications of sources due to the source list evolu-
tion.
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Another form of source list evolution is in the transits as-
signed to a given source ID. For a small fraction of sources a sig-
nificant fraction of the transits that were assigned to the source
for Gaia DR2 may have been reassigned to other sources or
discarded altogether. This means that the source character may
change from Gaia DR2 to Gaia EDR3. The Gaia EDR3 archive
contains the following fields to help in understanding why a
source with the same source ID in Gaia DR2 and Gaia EDR3
may have significantly different source parameters (astrometry,
photometry, etc):

matched_transits The total number of field of view transits
m matched to a given source ID.

new_matched_transits The number of transits n newly in-
cluded in the transit list of an existing source ID.

matched_transits_removed The number of transits r re-
moved from the transit list of an existing source ID.

The fraction of transits retained for a source ID from Gaia DR2
to Gaia EDR3 is given by (m−n)/(m−n+r). Fig. 15 in Torra et al.
(2020) shows this fraction as a function of G-band magnitude,
which is lower than 100% for a significant number of source IDs
at G . 12 and G & 19. For source IDs with large changes in
the transit list one should be careful when making comparisons
between Gaia DR2 and Gaia EDR3.

As an example we look a bit more closely at the 2179 sources
for which the G-band magnitude in Gaia DR2 is less than 5.
These can be traced to Gaia EDR3 with the following Astronom-
ical Data Query Language (ADQL) query in the Gaia archive:

select dr2.source_id , dr2.phot_g_mean_mag ,
edr3.*

from gaiadr2.gaia_source as dr2
join gaiaedr3.dr2_neighbourhood as edr3
on dr2.source_id=edr3.dr2_source_id
where dr2.phot_g_mean_mag <5
order by dr2.source_id asc

This results in a list of 2208 matches from a Gaia DR2 to a
Gaia EDR3 source. In 34 cases there are two possible matches
in Gaia EDR3 for the Gaia DR2 source, where in all such cases
one of the matches is rather far (> 0.9 arcsec) from the tar-
get position. This leaves 2174 ‘best’ matches for very bright
Gaia DR2 sources in Gaia EDR3, hence 5 sources in Gaia DR2
at GDR2 < 5 have no counterpart in Gaia EDR3. Of the matched
sources about 40% changed source ID, among which a promi-
nent example is β Pictoris (Gaia DR2 4792774797545105664
→ Gaia EDR3 4792774797545800832).

These drastic changes occur mostly at the bright end as
shown in Fig. 1 in Fabricius et al. (2020). For all other mag-
nitudes the changes in source ID occur for a few per cent of the
sources, except over the range 9 < G < 12 where up to almost
10 per cent of the sources changed ID.

6. Using Gaia EDR3 data: Completeness and
limitations

Gaia EDR3 represents a significant improvement in Gaia as-
trometry and broad-band photometry, but as pointed out in Row-
ell et al. (2020), Torra et al. (2020), Lindegren et al. (2020b),
and Riello et al. (2020), there are still many improvements to
be made to the data processing. This implies that there are lim-
itations which should be kept in mind when using Gaia EDR3
data. Next, we describe how the data were filtered between the
data processing and release publication stages and what the main
limitations are that the user should be aware of.

6.1. Gaia EDR3: Validation and source filtering

For details on how the quality of the Gaia EDR3 data were as-
sessed we refer to the astrometric and photometric processing
papers (Lindegren et al. 2020b; Riello et al. 2020) for valida-
tion at the pipeline level, while a more global view of the data
quality is provided in Fabricius et al. (2020). Here we describe
the main filtering that was applied before accepting a source for
publication.

6.1.1. Astrometry

The filtering of the astrometric data set was very similar to the
procedure used for Gaia DR2. The results were filtered by re-
quiring that a source was observed by Gaia at least five times
(five focal plane transits), and that the semi-major axis of the
position uncertainty ellipse is less than 100 mas. In contrast to
Gaia DR2, no filtering on astrometric excess noise was done.
The parallax and proper motions are determined only for sources
satisfying the requirement that they are brighter than G = 21,
the number of ‘visibility periods’ used is at least 9 (a visibility
period represents a group of observations separated from other
such groups by at least four days), and the semi-major axis of
the 5-dimensional uncertainty ellipse is below a magnitude de-
pendent threshold. We refer to Lindegren et al. (2020b) for the
details. For sources that do not meet these requirements only the
positions are reported in Gaia EDR3. We remind the reader that
the sources with parallaxes and proper motions fall into the two
categories of 5-p and 6-p astrometry solutions (see Sect. 3.1).
For source pairs closer together than 0.18 arcsec only one source
was retained (detailed criteria in Lindegren et al. 2020b), which
is then marked as a duplicate_source in the Gaia EDR3
archive.

6.1.2. Photometry

Unlike the previous releases, sources were not discarded from
Gaia EDR3 if no G-band photometry was available. There are
in fact some 5.5 million sources in Gaia EDR3 without a value
for G in the published catalogue. For these sources the values
of G could only be estimated after the processing and validation
stages were finished and they will be provided through a sepa-
rate channel (see Sect. 7.2). The criteria to publish photometry
for a source are: the G-band is only provided for sources with
phot_g_n_obs ≥ 10; the GBP-band is only provided for sources
with phot_bp_n_obs ≥ 2; the GRP-band is only provided for
sources with phot_rp_n_obs ≥ 2. We note that any of the pho-
tometric bands can be absent for a given source. No filtering on
the flux excess factor was done (in contrast to Gaia DR2).

6.2. Survey completeness

Fig. 1 shows that the completeness of the Gaia survey has im-
proved slightly with respect to Gaia DR2 at the faint end, be-
tween G ≈ 19 and G ≈ 21. The fraction of bright stars missing
at G < 7 is unchanged with respect to Gaia DR2. The brightest
star in Gaia EDR3 is at G = 1.73.

The large-scale completeness limit, as estimated by the 99th
percentile of the G magnitude distribution (Fabricius et al. 2020),
varies between G ∼ 20 at low galactic latitudes (b . 30) and
around the Magellanic Clouds, to G ∼ 22 at higher latitudes.
The survey limit variations over the sky show clear imprints of
the Gaia scanning pattern.
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In crowded regions the capability to observe all stars is re-
duced (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b). In combination with
the still limited data treatment in crowded areas this means that
the survey limit in regions with densities above a few hundred
thousand stars per square degree can be substantially brighter
than G = 20. Fabricius et al. (2020) show that the completeness
as measured on OGLE fields is 100% up to source densities of
2 × 105 deg−2, while at higher densities the completeness has
improved with respect to Gaia DR2, staying close to 100% up
to 6 × 105 stars deg−2 and dropping to 50% at densities over
8 × 105 deg−2. Fabricius et al. (2020) also studied the complete-
ness in a sample of 26 globular clusters which were observed
previously with the Hubble Space Telescope. On average they
find a completeness at G = 17 of ∼ 80% for densities below
5 × 105 stars deg−2, ∼ 50% at 5 × 105–2 × 106 stars deg−2, and
∼ 15% at 2 × 106–2 × 107 stars deg−2, with strong variations
across the clusters and between the cores and the outer regions.
In the very densest regions the incompleteness can be so severe
as to give the appearance of holes in the source distribution.

As described in Sect. 4, the effective angular resolution of
the Gaia EDR3 source list has slightly improved with respect
to Gaia DR2, with incompleteness in close pairs of stars start-
ing below about 1.5 arcsec. Refer to Fabricius et al. (2020) for
details. Fabricius et al. (2020) note that among the source pairs
with separations between 0.18 and 0.4 arcseconds there may be
many spurious solutions.

6.3. Limitations

6.3.1. Astrometry

The major gain in the precision of parallaxes and proper motions
from Gaia DR2 to Gaia EDR3 is complemented by a significant
reduction in the systematic errors, which is evident from the re-
duced variance in the parallax and proper motion bias variations
over the sky, and confirmed by the beautiful measurement of the
acceleration of the solar system barycentre with respect to the
distant universe. Nevertheless the following characteristics of the
astrometry should be kept in mind.

The two solution types, 5-parameter and 6-parameter, behave
differently in terms of uncertainties and systematics, with the 6-p
astrometry in general being less precise. For the 5-p solutions the
astrometric uncertainties are underestimated by ∼ 5% at the faint
end (G > 16) and by up to ∼ 30% at the bright end (G < 14).
For the 6-p solutions the numbers are ∼ 20% and up to ∼ 40%,
respectively. The underestimation of the uncertainties increases
in crowded areas such as the Large Magellanic Cloud, and for
sources with indications that they may have companions or be
part of a partially resolved double. The details can be found in
Fabricius et al. (2020).

By examining the distribution of negative parallaxes, Fabri-
cius et al. (2020) estimate that among the sources with formally
high quality parallaxes ($/σ$ > 5) some 1.6% of the 1.5 bil-
lion 5-p and 6-p astrometric solutions are spurious, meaning that
the listed parallax may be significantly in error despite the for-
mally high precision. Fabricius et al. (2020) show that the frac-
tion of spurious solutions is strongly dependent on magnitude
and source density on the sky. For faint sources (G & 17 for
6-p astrometric solutions and G & 19 for 5-p solutions) and in
crowded regions the fractions of spurious solutions can reach 10
per cent or more. It should be stressed that the spurious astro-
metric solutions in Gaia EDR3 produce smaller errors on the
astrometric parameters than was the case for Gaia DR2.

The global parallax zero point for Gaia EDR3, as mea-
sured from quasars, is −17 µas. The RMS angular (i.e. source
to source) covariances of the parallaxes and proper motions on
small scales are ∼ 26 µas and ∼ 33 µas yr−1, respectively. De-
tails on the angular covariances can be found in Lindegren et al.
(2020b). The parallax zero point (and the proper motion sys-
tematics) varies as a function of magnitude, colour, and celestial
position. This is described in detail in Lindegren et al. (2020a).

6.3.2. Photometry

The increased precision and homogeneity of the Gaia EDR3
broad band photometry make it harder to assess the external ac-
curacy of the photometry. Nevertheless Riello et al. (2020) show
that the discontinuities that appeared at G = 13 and G = 16,
when comparing the Gaia DR2 photometry to APASS (Henden
et al. 2015, 2016) and SDSS DR15 (Aguado et al. 2019), have
disappeared in Gaia EDR3. As shown in Fabricius et al. (2020),
the same is true of the strong saturation effects in G at the bright
end, and the significant variation of the G-band zero point with
magnitude present in Gaia DR2. The effects are now below the
0.01 magnitude level for most sources. We stress again that a sin-
gle passband now suffices for all three bands, G, GBP, and GRP.
The following issues with the photometry were revealed follow-
ing internal investigations, all described in detail in Riello et al.
(2020) and Fabricius et al. (2020).

For faint red sources the flux in the BP band is overestimated
which leads to these sources appearing much bluer in (GBP −

GRP) than they should be. This can be recognised for example
in open cluster colour magnitude diagrams as a blue-ward turn
of the lower main sequence in G vs. (GBP − GRP). This issue is
caused by the rejection of observations with G-band fluxes below
1 e− s−1, where the rejection was also applied to the BP and RP
observations. This does not cause problems for G and GRP, but
at the faint end leads to overestimated BP fluxes.

During the internal validation of the Gaia EDR3 photometry
a small tail of sources going as faint as G ≈ 25.5 was noticed.
Such faint sources will never be observed by Gaia, even when
taking into account the fuzziness of the nominal G = 20.7 survey
limit. The problem was traced to sources with unreliable colours
for which the application of the internal photometric calibration
failed (Riello et al. 2020; Fabricius et al. 2020). As a result it
was decided to remove from the Gaia EDR3 catalogue the un-
reliable fluxes and magnitudes, which means there are sources
for which any of the three bands could be missing. All in all
there are 5 455 339 sources for which no G-band flux is avail-
able in the main Gaia EDR3 catalogue. For these sources the
G-band flux was estimated ad-hoc by calibrating the sources as-
suming default colours. The values are available as a separate
table through the Gaia EDR3 ‘known issues’ pages3. For 54 125
of the sources without G-band fluxes this ad-hoc calibration was
not possible. An indication of their brightness will be provided
based on the on-board magnitude estimate.

At the image parameter determination stage (which precedes
the astrometric and photometric data processing) the G-band
fluxes (and locations) of sources for which no reliable colour in-
formation was available (from Gaia DR2) were estimated with
a PSF or LSF model for a default source colour. This concerns
the sources for which in the astrometry 6-p solutions were de-
rived, which mitigated the remaining chromatic effect in the
source image locations. Such a colour effect is also present in

3 https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/
edr3-known-issues
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the fluxes but this was unfortunately not accounted for in the
photometric processing. However, it is possible to correct the
published G-band photometry for sources with 6-p solutions
(astrometric_params_solved = 95) to bring them onto the
photometric system of the 5-p sources. The correction formula
is presented in Riello et al. (2020). We stress that this issue is not
related to the photometric pass-bands.

For bright and extremely blue sources (G < 13, GBP −GRP <
−0.1) there is a residual trend of about 5 mmag/mag for sources
in the range 8 < G < 13, when comparing the Gaia EDR3 mag-
nitudes to synthetic magnitudes derived from BP and RP spectra.
This is only seen in G and is probably related to deficiencies in
the PSF modelling for bright stars. At G < 8 the residuals are
dominated by saturation effects.

7. Using Gaia EDR3 data: Additional guidance

Here we provide some further advice on the use of the
Gaia EDR3 data. This concerns issues specific to this release.
The papers listed in Sect. 4 provide extensive examples of how
to use Gaia EDR3 data responsibly, and we remind the reader
of the need to be careful when estimating distances from paral-
laxes with relatively large uncertainties (Luri et al. 2018). We
note again, as stressed in Sect. 5.1, that tracing sources from
Gaia DR2 to Gaia EDR3 should not be done by blindly match-
ing source IDs. The Gaia DR2 to Gaia EDR3 match table
(dr2_neighbourhood) should be used for this purpose.

7.1. Astrometry

Fabricius et al. (2020) make the following recommendation for
dealing with spurious astrometric solutions. Even when selecting
only a sample of high-quality parallaxes, for example $/σ$ >
5, one should select also the corresponding sample with nega-
tive parallaxes ($/σ$ < −5) in order to ascertain what fraction
of the positive parallaxes may in fact be spurious. The parameter
ipd_gof_harmonic_amplitude is useful in identifying spuri-
ous solutions as shown in Fabricius et al. (2020), where values
above 0.1 in combination with a ruwe larger than 1.4 are indica-
tive of resolved doubles, which are still not correctly handled in
the astrometric processing, and may cause spurious solutions.

For the sources with 6-p solutions there will in many cases
be independent colour information available from photometric
or spectroscopic observations, which may provide a superior es-
timate for νeff than the value estimated during the Gaia EDR3
astrometric data processing. In these cases it is possible to in-
corporate the better colour information to update the astrome-
try for the 6-p solution to more precise values. The formulae
for calculating the updated astrometry are given in the appendix
of Lindegren et al. (2020b), where it is demonstrated that for
significant correlations (coefficients larger than 0.3) between the
pseudo-colour and the astrometric parameters, real gains in pre-
cision and accuracy can be expected.

Lindegren et al. (2020a) present an extensive investigation of
the parallax zero point variations as a function of source bright-
ness, colour, and celestial position. The samples used in this in-
vestigation are quasars, the Large Magellanic Cloud, red clump
stars – sources for which the parallax is precisely known from
independent estimates – and wide pairs of co-moving stars for
which the parallaxes should be the same. As a result of the de-
tailed characterisation of the zero point variations, a correction
recipe is presented, separately for sources with 5-p and 6-p as-
trometry, which allows removing the parallax bias as a function

of source magnitude, colour, and ecliptic latitude. It should be
stressed that this is a tentative recipe, primarily intended as an il-
lustration of how corrections could be derived for other samples
of sources for which precise independent distance information
is available. The recipe is not intended to be applied blindly and
has not been applied to the published Gaia EDR3 parallaxes.
Python code to apply the recipe will be made available as part of
the Gaia EDR3 access facilities4.

7.2. Photometry

Riello et al. (2020) provide guidance on the use of the
Gaia EDR3 photometry which we summarise here. Further in-
sights into the photometric data are presented by Fabricius et al.
(2020).

The GBP flux of faint sources is likely to be biased
(Sect. 6.3.2) and one can elect to filter on the value of GBP, re-
taining only the brighter bias-free sources. This introduces un-
desirable selection effects and a better alternative may be to use
the (G−GRP) colour, for example when studying the lower main
sequence.

The G-band photometry for sources with 6-p astrometric so-
lutions should be corrected to account for the use of a default
colour at the flux estimation stage, the correction formula is pre-
sented in Riello et al. (2020). In Appendix A we show how to cal-
culate the corrections on the fly as part of a Gaia EDR3 archive
query, and also present Python code that can be used for the same
purpose.

For sources where the G magnitude is missing, the value
can be looked up in separate tables to be provided through the
Gaia EDR3 ‘known issues’ web pages. While this may seem
unnecessarily cumbersome, this choice was deliberately made to
ensure that it is very clear to the user that the G-band magni-
tudes for these sources are from a very different origin (from an
ad-hoc calibration, and for a small number of sources from the
on-board magnitude estimate) and not directly comparable to the
main catalogue photometry.

As was the case for Gaia DR2, at the bright end (G < 8 for G
and G . 4 for GBP and GRP) the magnitudes should be corrected
for saturation effects. The correction formulae can be found in
the appendix of Riello et al. (2020).

An important point made in Riello et al. (2020) is that the
flux excess factor in Gaia EDR3 is much more representative of
astrophysical inconsistencies between the fluxes in BP and RP
with respect to the flux in G, for example due to the extended na-
ture of a source or its non-standard (non-stellar) spectral energy
distribution (although Fabricius et al. (2020) show that some
artefacts in the photometry can still be traced in the flux excess
factor). It is thus not possible to easily identify problematic pho-
tometry through the flux excess factor, and using this quantity
in the construction of samples should be done with care. Refer
to Riello et al. (2020) for detailed guidance. They present a cor-
rected version of the flux excess factor which is recommended
for use instead of the raw phot_bp_rp_excess_factor value
listed in Gaia EDR3. The corrected version can be calculated
from the formula presented in section 6 of Riello et al. (2020).
Appendix B shows how to include the correction of the flux ex-
cess factor within an ADQL query, and presents Python code to
achieve the same.

As described in Sect. 3.2, Gaia EDR3 contains fields from
which a metric can be constructed that indicates how likely it is
that the photometry of a given source is affected by crowding.

4 https://gitlab.com/icc-ub/public/gaiadr3_zeropoint
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This metric should be used with some care, which is explained
further in Riello et al. (2020).

Finally, due to the evolution of the source list and the im-
provements in the photometry we strongly discourage compar-
isons between Gaia EDR3 and Gaia DR2 photometry, in par-
ticular on a source by source basis. Comparisons at the sample
level are likely to reveal mostly differences due to changes in the
photometric system and errors in Gaia DR2.

8. Gaia EDR3 access facilities

The Gaia EDR3 data will be available through the archive hosted
by ESA5, with the facilities as described in Gaia Collaboration
et al. (2016a) and Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018). The data
is also accessible at the partner and affiliated data centres in
Europe, the United States, Japan, Australia, and South Africa.
These data centres provide their own access facilities, but do not
necessarily host all data contained in the ESA Gaia archive. We
note the following enhancements and changes.

The pointing of the Gaia telescopes as a function of time is
available as the table commanded_scan_law. The pointing for
the entire 34 month period covering Gaia EDR3 is available at
10 second intervals, and allows one to reconstruct how often and
at what scan angles a given position on the sky was observed by
Gaia. We note that the commanded pointing is provided which
may deviate from the actual attitude of Gaia by up to 30 arcsec.
In addition gaps in the data collection due to spacecraft or on-
ground problems are not accounted for.

The Gaia Universe Model Snapshot (GUMS, Robin
et al. 2012) and the corresponding simulated Gaia catalogue
(GOG, Luri et al. 2014) are now available as part of the
Gaia EDR3 archive in the tables gaia_universe_model and
gaia_source_simulation, respectively. They correspond to
version 20 of GUMS and GOG and are described in detail in
the on-line documentation 6. We note that a few issues in the
simulations could not be corrected on time. Notably, young star
kinematics were wrongly set, such that their astrometry should
be corrected by the user before using the simulation. Essentially,
the stars with ages less than 0.15 Gyr should follow the Milky
Way rotation curve, while they do not (their mean rotation ve-
locity was erroneously set to 0). In addition, RR Lyrae stars are
missing from GUMS, and the number of outliers in GOG, both
in astrometry and photometry, is larger than expected from the
simulated errors.

The astrometric performance predictions for Gaia DR4 and
beyond have been updated, based on an extrapolation of the
Gaia EDR3 performance. The new predictions will appear on the
Gaia science performance pages7. The tables agn_cross_id
and frame_rotator_source provide the source IDs of the
Gaia-CRF3 sources.

Pre-computed cross matches to other large surveys are pro-
vided. We recommend using these cross-matches because they
have been carefully validated and their use facilitates repro-
ducing analyses of Gaia EDR3 data combined with other sur-
vey data. The details of the cross-match procedure are provided
in Marrese et al. (2020) (see also Marrese et al. 2017, 2019).
Pre-computed cross-matches are provided for the following sur-
veys: Hipparcos (new reduction, van Leeuwen 2007); Tycho-2

5 https://archives.esac.esa.int/gaia
6 http://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/documentation/GEDR3/
Data_processing/chap_simulated/
7 https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/
science-performance

(Høg et al. 2000), merged with the Tycho Double Star Cata-
logue (Fabricius et al. 2002); 2MASS (point source and extended
catalogue merged, Skrutskie et al. 2006); SDSS DR13 (Albareti
et al. 2017); Pan-STARRS1 (Chambers et al. 2016); SkyMapper
DR2 (Onken et al. 2019); AllWise (Wright et al. 2010); URAT1
(Zacharias et al. 2015); GSC2.3 (Lasker et al. 2008); APASS
DR9 (Henden et al. 2016, 2015); and RAVE DR5 (Kunder et al.
2017).

9. Conclusions

Gaia EDR3 represents another significant advance in the series
of data releases resulting from the Gaia mission. Based on 34
months of input data, this release features major improvements
in the astrometry and broad-band photometry, where for the first
time the astrometry and photometry benefit from iterative pro-
cessing between the determination of image locations and fluxes,
and the astrometric solution. Other significant improvements are
the increased robustness and stability of the source list and a
much more sophisticated modelling of the PSF and LSF for the
astrometric instrument. Next to the significant increase in the
precision of the astrometry and photometry, the suppression of
systematic errors is a major component of the improvements.

Gaia EDR3 represents the first installment of the Gaia DR3
release planned for publication in 2022. Gaia DR3 will fea-
ture new data products of which the BP, RP, and RVS spec-
tra (to be released for a subset of sources) and the non-single
star catalogue represent qualitative changes in character with re-
spect to Gaia DR2. The planned contents are: astrometry and
broad-band photometry from Gaia EDR3 will remain unchanged
for Gaia DR3, and the same is true for the source list; an ex-
panded radial velocity survey (some 30 million stars brighter
than GRVS ∼ 14); astrophysical parameter estimates based on
the parallaxes, broad-band photometry, and BP, RP, and RVS
spectra, where the latter are a new element enabling a richer as-
trophysical characterisation of sources; an order of magnitude
larger sample of variable stars, with their light curves, classifica-
tions, and astrophysical properties; a non-single star (mostly bi-
nary stars) catalogue based on the analysis of epoch astrometry,
epoch radial velocities and the light curves of eclipsing binaries;
analyses of extended objects (galaxies, and QSO hosts); epoch
astrometry and photometry, as well as orbits, for an expanded
list of over 100 000 solar system objects; mean BP, RP, and
RVS spectra, for a subset of astrophysically well-characterised
sources; reflectance spectra for ∼ 5000 asteroids derived from
BP and RP spectra; the Gaia Andromeda Photometric Survey
(GAPS), which consists of the broad-band photometric time-
series for all sources in a 5.5◦ radius field centred on M31.

There is thus much to look forward to in Gaia DR3, with the
GAPS data set providing a taste of what is to come in Gaia DR4.
We stress that epoch astrometry and epoch radial velocities will
not appear in Gaia DR3 (except for solar system object epoch
astrometry).

Looking ahead, the Gaia spacecraft is currently in good over-
all health. The spacecraft operations since the appearance of
Gaia DR2 have largely been smooth, with little to no degradation
of the detectors in Gaia’s focal plane, except for the steadily in-
creasing radiation damage. The latter is however still well below
the anticipated levels before the launch of Gaia. The last decon-
tamination of the telescopes and focal plane took place in August
2016 and no further decontamination was needed since. The cur-
rent evolution of the throughput of the telescopes suggests that
also in the future no further decontamination is needed. The only
limiting factor to the lifetime of Gaia as a high precision astrom-
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etry mission is the amount of propellant for the micro-propulsion
system. This is predicted to be exhausted in early 2025, after
which time the attitude and spin rate of Gaia can no longer be
maintained at the levels of precision needed for the astrometry.
With this end-of-life date for Gaia in mind, and the end of the
nominal mission planned for mid-2019, the process of applying
for an extended mission was started already in 2016. The nom-
inal Gaia mission ended on July 16, 2019 and Gaia has been
in extended mission operations since that date. The mission ex-
tension is formally approved to the end of 2022 at the time of
writing, with good hopes of the mission continuing to its esti-
mated end-of-life. This would bring the total mission lifetime to
10 years, implying a 40 per cent improvement on the precision
of all data products with respect to a five year mission, and a
factor of almost three improvement for the proper motions.

In this context the community can look forward to two ma-
jor data releases, Gaia DR4 and Gaia DR5, both incorporating
data from the extended Gaia mission. Gaia DR4 will be based
on 66 months of input data (which is already in hand), while
Gaia DR5 will include all data collected over the entire (nomi-
nal + extended) Gaia mission. The extra half year of data from
the extended mission included in the Gaia DR4 data processing
is motivated by the wish to include part of the one year period
between July 16, 2019 and July 29, 2020 when Gaia was oper-
ated with a reversed direction of the precession of the spin axis
around the direction to the sun. This was introduced to break
the degeneracy between the across-scan rate at which sources
move across the focal plane and their parallax factor (see ap-
pendix B in Lindegren et al. 2020b, for more details). Including
the first 6 months of the reverse precession period in the inputs
for Gaia DR4 is expected to already significantly mitigate the
effects of this degeneracy.

The main new features of Gaia DR4 are the publication of
a list of exoplanets discovered with Gaia and the publication of
all the time series data, meaning epoch astrometry, broad-band
photometry, radial velocities, as well as BP, RP, and RVS spectra
for all sources. This will be a significant expansion in the volume
of data released. We leave to the imagination of the reader the
expanded scientific possibilities.
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Appendix A: G-band corrections for sources with
6-parameter astrometric solutions

Table A.1 shows how to formulate an ADQL query, to be ex-
ecuted in the Gaia EDR3 archive, that contains an on-the-
fly calculation of the corrected G-band fluxes or magnitudes.
These queries are somewhat complex and create a performance
overhead. Hence downloading the requisite Gaia EDR3 fields
and calculating the corrections a posteriori may be more ef-
ficient. Example Python code to do this is included in Ta-
ble A.2. The Python code is also available as a Jupyter note-
book at the following link: https://github.com/agabrown/
gaiaedr3-6p-gband-correction.

Appendix B: Calculating the corrected flux excess
factor

Table B.1 shows how to formulate an ADQL query, to be
executed in the Gaia EDR3 archive, that contains an on-
the-fly calculation of the corrected flux excess factor. This
query is somewhat complex and incurs a performance over-
head. Hence downloading the requisite Gaia EDR3 fields
and calculating the corrections a posteriori may be more ef-
ficient. Example Python code to do this is included in Ta-
ble B.2. The Python code is also available as a Jupyter note-
book at the following link: https://github.com/agabrown/
gaiaedr3-flux-excess-correction.
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Table A.1. Example queries that can be submitted to the Gaia archive in the Astronomical Data Query Language to retrieve corrected G-band
photometry.

Query that includes a calculation of the G-band flux correction. The condition ‘bp_rp > -20’ ensures that no correction is at-
tempted in case the (GBP −GRP) colour is not available (‘bp_rp is not null’ does not work). The condition on random_index
is included to retrieve example data for a random sample of sources.

select source_id , astrometric_params_solved , bp_rp, phot_g_mean_mag , phot_g_mean_flux ,
if_then_else(
bp_rp > -20,
case_condition(
phot_g_mean_flux * (1.00525 -0.02323*greatest(0.25, least(bp_rp, 3))

+0.01740*power(greatest(0.25, least(bp_rp, 3)),2)
-0.00253*power(greatest(0.25, least(bp_rp, 3)),3)),

astrometric_params_solved != 95,
phot_g_mean_flux ,
phot_g_mean_mag < 13,
phot_g_mean_flux ,
phot_g_mean_mag < 16,
phot_g_mean_flux * (1.00876 -0.02540*greatest(0.25, least(bp_rp, 3))

+0.01747*power(greatest(0.25, least(bp_rp, 3)),2)
-0.00277*power(greatest(0.25, least(bp_rp, 3)),3))

),
phot_g_mean_flux

) as phot_g_mean_flux_corr
from gaiaedr3.gaia_source
where random_index between 1000000 and 1999999

Query that includes a calculation of the G-band magnitude correction. We note the type-cast ‘to_real()’ of the return value of the
conditional part of the query.

select source_id , astrometric_params_solved , bp_rp, phot_g_mean_mag , phot_g_mean_flux ,
if_then_else(
bp_rp > -20,
to_real(case_condition(
phot_g_mean_mag - 2.5*log10( (1.00525 -0.02323*greatest(0.25, least(bp_rp, 3))

+0.01740*power(greatest(0.25, least(bp_rp, 3)),2)
-0.00253*power(greatest(0.25, least(bp_rp, 3)),3)) ),

astrometric_params_solved != 95,
phot_g_mean_mag ,
phot_g_mean_mag < 13,
phot_g_mean_mag ,
phot_g_mean_mag < 16,
phot_g_mean_mag - 2.5*log10( (1.00876 -0.02540*greatest(0.25, least(bp_rp, 3))

+0.01747*power(greatest(0.25, least(bp_rp, 3)),2)
-0.00277*power(greatest(0.25, least(bp_rp, 3)),3)) )

)),
phot_g_mean_mag

) as phot_g_mean_mag_corr
from gaiaedr3.gaia_source
where random_index between 5000000 and 5999999
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Table A.2. Python code for calculating the corrections to the G-band photometry for sources with 6-parameter astrometric solutions.

import numpy as np

def correct_gband(bp_rp, astrometric_params_solved , phot_g_mean_mag , phot_g_mean_flux):
"""
Correct the G-band fluxes and magnitudes for the input list of Gaia EDR3 data.

Parameters
----------

bp_rp: float, array_like
The (BP-RP) colour listed in the Gaia EDR3 archive.

astrometric_params_solved: int, array_like
The astrometric solution type listed in the Gaia EDR3 archive.

phot_g_mean_mag: float, array_like
The G-band magnitude as listed in the Gaia EDR3 archive.

phot_g_mean_flux: float, array_like
The G-band flux as listed in the Gaia EDR3 archive.

Returns
-------

The corrected G-band magnitudes and fluxes. The corrections are only applied to
sources with a 6-parameter astrometric solution fainter than G=13, for which a
(BP-RP) colour is available.

Example

gmag_corr , gflux_corr = correct_gband(bp_rp, astrometric_params_solved ,
phot_g_mean_mag , phot_g_mean_flux)

"""
if np.isscalar(bp_rp) or np.isscalar(astrometric_params_solved) or \

np.isscalar(phot_g_mean_mag) or np.isscalar(phot_g_mean_flux):
bp_rp = np.float64(bp_rp)
astrometric_params_solved = np.int64(astrometric_params_solved)
phot_g_mean_mag = np.float64(phot_g_mean_mag)
phot_g_mean_flux = np.float64(phot_g_mean_flux)

if not (bp_rp.shape == astrometric_params_solved.shape \
== phot_g_mean_mag.shape == phot_g_mean_flux.shape):

raise ValueError(’Function parameters must be of the same shape!’)

do_not_correct = np.isnan(bp_rp) | (phot_g_mean_mag <=13) | \
(astrometric_params_solved != 95)

bright_correct = np.logical_not(do_not_correct) & (phot_g_mean_mag >13) & \
(phot_g_mean_mag <=16)

faint_correct = np.logical_not(do_not_correct) & (phot_g_mean_mag >16)
bp_rp_c = np.clip(bp_rp, 0.25, 3.0)

correction_factor = np.ones_like(phot_g_mean_mag)
correction_factor[faint_correct] = 1.00525 - 0.02323*bp_rp_c[faint_correct] + \

0.01740*np.power(bp_rp_c[faint_correct],2) - \
0.00253*np.power(bp_rp_c[faint_correct],3)

correction_factor[bright_correct] = 1.00876 - 0.02540*bp_rp_c[bright_correct] + \
0.01747*np.power(bp_rp_c[bright_correct],2) - \
0.00277*np.power(bp_rp_c[bright_correct],3)

gmag_corrected = phot_g_mean_mag - 2.5*np.log10(correction_factor)
gflux_corrected = phot_g_mean_flux * correction_factor

return gmag_corrected , gflux_corrected
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Table B.1. Example query that can be submitted to the Gaia archive in the Astronomical Data Query Language to retrieve the corrected flux excess
factor presented in Riello et al. (2020).

Query that includes a calculation of the correction of the flux excess factor. The condition ‘bp_rp > -20’ ensures that no correc-
tion is attempted in case the (GBP − GRP) colour is not available (‘bp_rp is not null’ does not work). We note the type-cast
‘to_real()’ of the return value of the conditional part of the query. The condition on random_index is included to retrieve
example data for a random sample of sources.

select source_id , bp_rp, phot_bp_rp_excess_factor ,
if_then_else(

bp_rp > -20,
to_real(case_condition(

phot_bp_rp_excess_factor - (1.162004 + 0.011464*bp_rp
+ 0.049255*power(bp_rp ,2)
- 0.005879*power(bp_rp ,3)),

bp_rp < 0.5,
phot_bp_rp_excess_factor - (1.154360 + 0.033772*bp_rp

+ 0.032277*power(bp_rp ,2)),
bp_rp >= 4.0,
phot_bp_rp_excess_factor - (1.057572 + 0.140537*bp_rp)

)),
phot_bp_rp_excess_factor

) as phot_bp_rp_excess_factor_corr
from gaiaedr3.gaia_source
where random_index between 1000000 and 1999999
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Table B.2. Python code for calculating the corrected flux excess factor presented in Riello et al. (2020).

import numpy as np

def correct_flux_excess_factor(bp_rp, phot_bp_rp_excess_factor):
"""
Calculate the corrected flux excess factor for the input Gaia EDR3 data.

Parameters
----------

bp_rp: float, array_like
The (BP-RP) colour listed in the Gaia EDR3 archive.

phot_bp_rp_flux_excess_factor: float, array_like
The flux excess factor listed in the Gaia EDR3 archive.

Returns
-------

The corrected value for the flux excess factor, which is zero for "normal" stars.

Example
-------

phot_bp_rp_excess_factor_corr = correct_flux_excess_factor(bp_rp,
phot_bp_rp_flux_excess_factor)

"""

if np.isscalar(bp_rp) or np.isscalar(phot_bp_rp_excess_factor):
bp_rp = np.float64(bp_rp)
phot_bp_rp_excess_factor = np.float64(phot_bp_rp_excess_factor)

if bp_rp.shape != phot_bp_rp_excess_factor.shape:
raise ValueError(’Function parameters must be of the same shape!’)

do_not_correct = np.isnan(bp_rp)
bluerange = np.logical_not(do_not_correct) & (bp_rp < 0.5)
greenrange = np.logical_not(do_not_correct) & (bp_rp >= 0.5) & (bp_rp < 4.0)
redrange = np.logical_not(do_not_correct) & (bp_rp > 4.0)

correction = np.zeros_like(bp_rp)
correction[bluerange] = 1.154360 + 0.033772*bp_rp[bluerange] +

0.032277*np.power(bp_rp[bluerange],2)
correction[greenrange] = 1.162004 + 0.011464*bp_rp[greenrange] + \

0.049255*np.power(bp_rp[greenrange],2) \
- 0.005879*np.power(bp_rp[greenrange],3)

correction[redrange] = 1.057572 + 0.140537*bp_rp[redrange]

return phot_bp_rp_excess_factor - correction
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